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Jaya Pelupessy and Felix van Dam are
still relatively young but they have
known each other for an eternity. One
trained as a photographer, the other
as a graphic designer, but both look
far beyond the boundaries of their
disciplines. Their friendship began
when they were around eighteen.
They never lost sight of each other,
even when one of them took up an
internship in Berlin with artists
Taiyo Onorato and Nico Krebs and
the other spontaneously moved to
New York and worked on commission
there for a while. Now they are
neighbours, with practically adjoining
studios.
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Their current professional collaboration began in the car. ‘A silkscreen
is essentially light-sensitive, isn’t it?
Couldn’t you use a silkscreen as a
negative?’ said the graphic designer to
the photographer. The photographer
responded immediately: ‘I think we
could make a camera that photographs directly onto the silkscreen.’
That was how it began. There, in the
car, they laid the basis for the exhibition Traces of the Familiar.
An exciting time followed in which
they spoke with experts who either
had a great deal of experience with
silkscreen printing or knew a lot
about photographic techniques. Every
one of them was convinced it could
never work. This only made Pelupessy
and Van Dam all the more determined to build a silkscreen camera.
Both love to experiment, to allow
chance to surprise them and truly
to build something out of nothing.
They devoted themselves to making
a prototype, an improvised camera
– complete with matt glass, bellows

and a clamp for the cassette holding
the silkscreen – that was held together
with duct tape but did actually work.
A light-sensitive emulsion was applied
to the silkscreen inside the cassette
and the great exposure could begin.
Pelupessy and Van Dam’s admiration
for the magic of photography,
for the way light and chemicals can
produce an image, and their quest
for new photographic techniques for
constructing images recall the nineteenth-century pioneers of photography. Long before 1839, the year in
which the invention of photography
was officially announced, experiments
were carried out with ways of creating
images of reality. In the fourth
century BC Aristotle was already
familiar with the principle of the
camera obscura and Chinese and Arab
boffins developed it further. It was in
the nineteenth century, however, that
the visual vocabulary of photography
developed at great speed. Thomas
Wedgewood (1771-1805), son of
the famous pottery manufacturer,
experimented around 1800 with the
recording of an image using chemical
substances that darkened under the
influence of light. He was unable to
fix the image, however, so the light
source that created it also destroyed
it. Yet the desire to transform a fleeting image into something tangible
had been born. The first to succeed
was the French chemist and inventor
Joseph Nicéphore Niépce (17651833), in 1826. He put a camera
on the window sill of his study and
made a photo. The view of the roofs
of Saint-Loup-sur-Varennes appeared
after an extremely long exposure.
The result was a vague image centred
on the diagonal line of a roof. (1)
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The first test by Pelupessy and Van Dam
has some unintentional similarities with
that first photo by Niépce. Like the
Frenchman, Pelupessy and Van Dam
needed light, and for purely practical
reasons they pointed the camera out of
the window. Other similarities include
the view of roofs, the central place of
the diagonal and the long exposure
time. Whereas the nineteenth-century
pioneer needed eight hours, the duo
required a mere two hours of direct
sunlight. Later they experimented
with ultraviolet light from Philips
half-body and facial tanners that they
bought second-hand over the internet.
The entire studio eventually filled up
with lamps and they had to wear dark
glasses to protect their eyes against the
bright light. At first the tanners did
not reduce the exposure time, in fact
three hours was the minimum. The
ultraviolet light did however create a
sharper image. By testing various kinds
of light-sensitive emulsion and settling
upon the ultimate mixture, they were
able to bring the exposure time down
to four or five minutes.
Because ultraviolet light is so damaging
and the exposure time needed to be so
long, Pelupessy and Van Dam abandoned their original idea of making
portraits. The technique dictated
what was photographed and led to a
fascination with ways of translating
structures, surfaces and objects into
images using the silkscreen camera.
They actually regard their camera as
a measuring instrument, precisely
reflecting the way that the camera and
photography were deployed by several
of the photographic pioneers of the
nineteenth century.

The invention of photography coincided with the European expansionist
urge that took Europeans to far-off
lands. Photographers such as Felix
Teynard (1817-1892) accompanied
expeditions to the Ottoman Empire
(including what are now Egypt,
Lebanon and Turkey). They documented the material remains of ancient
civilizations that were being excavated
at the time. The camera was important
in helping to rediscover those longlost civilizations. It seemed to be
an objective, efficient and accurate
instrument that could assist in scientific
or semi-scientific research. The camera
was a tool for providing archaeology
– a new science that derives historical
information from artefacts recovered
by excavation – with visual evidence.
Heinrich Schliemann (1822-1890),
who famously discovered Troy, used
photos to verify his claims. The pictures
by Athenian photographer Panagos
Zaphyropoulos in Schliemann’s
Atlas Trojanischer Alterthümer:
Photographische Berichte über die
Ausgrabungen in Troja (1874) are
quite straightforward and rather murky,
the result of working on location.
They show the excavated artefacts in a
frontal view in black-and-white. (2)
An interesting factor common to
archaeology and analogue photography
is the importance they attach to materiality. In both we are reminded of a
powerful tradition of craftsmanship.
In Traces of the Familiar this materiality and craftsmanship are crucial. The
photos by Pelupessy and Van Dam
resemble those of archaeological finds.
The photographed objects are reminiscent of centuries-old artefacts in the
British Museum or Berlin’s Pergamon
Museum. The archaeological feel is

further enhanced by the different layers
of image that Pelupessy and Van Dam
lay on top of each other, which are
sometimes visible in the end result.
The objects are photographed three
times. Each nuance in black is a silkscreened layer. They are most clearly
visible on light boxes. Working in layers
means strong contrasts can be created
by using different shutter speeds.
‘With the bust we used two exposure
times for the head. That way you
can bring out the eyes beautifully.
By combining them with a layer that has
a shorter exposure time you can create
wonderful shadows.’ Depth and structure can also be brought out through
the use of different layers.
The experiments performed by
Pelupessy and Van Dam resulted in a
playful investigation into what photography is and into the physical form in
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which it was originally presented. The
use of a silkscreen camera broadens the
field hugely. The results are combined
with colour photos, which brings the
working process into view in an abstract
way: the dark glasses, the family of
ultraviolet lamps and the suntanned skin
that may be a result of the facial tanners
used by Pelupessy and Van Dam in their
work. Traces of the Familiar is both a
swansong, celebrating what has now
been lost, and an ode to the
experiment and to the craft of
photography, and therefore to
the quest, the failure, the perseverance, the dedication and the
eureka moment. It breathes new
life into the tradition and history
of photography and offers a
contemporary counterweight to
the profusion of fleeting, digital
images that are impossible to
escape in modern life.
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